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BOPTI, a market of 15.5 trillion dollars!
Following the success of Domraider's ICO, the French startup H-EQUITIES launched
its ICO on November 10, 2017, in order to create the first Crypto-currency
dedicated to the construction industry, a worldwide market valued at 15,5 trillion
dollars in 2030. This currency, the BOPTI + (pronounce Be Opti) will create the
world's first reward tool for the construction sector.
As a partner of H-IAPPS and its BATOPTI App , BOPTI will be used by small and
medium-sized companies in the world to reward their customers, suppliers of small
and medium-sized companies in the construction industry, and BATOPTI to reward
its users.
H-EQUITIES will issue 200,000,000 token (crypto coin) during this ICO. The token
need was estimated by the company at a level of 1.5 billion in 2021 (BATOPTI
targets 3,000,000 users by this date), which suggests a sharp increase in the value
of the token, based on the blockchain Ethereum. It will be possible to subscribe to
the ICO by Credit Card, Transfer, or payment in Bitcoin or Ethereum.
These funds will allow the development of artificial intelligence engines, making
crypto currency usable in a very simple way by all users, but also to make the
BOPTI+ known on all 5 continents.
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We are the first to create technology that will revolutionize the
construction industry.
Our worldwide reward solution for the construction industry is the first project of
its kind. The reason why we want to raise funds is to be the first and the most
powerful. Our technology will revolutionize the construction industry. Our
technical team works with two A.I. motors to manage the conversion of tokens and
agenda synchronization.

A huge market of $15.5 trillion
PWC estimates that the construction market in 2030 to be valued at
approximately $15.5 trillion. This huge market will be distributed between Major
and SME construction companies. BATOPTI is the only worldwide solution for the
Construction SME’s with many innovative functions. BATOPTI will use BOPTI
reward solution.

Exceptional Potential for Growth
With the size of our market, as seen before, we will create a reward system
with a limited number of tokens. This system will be used by the BATOPTI
community, and by the whole construction industry. The demand will see a huge
growth with an estimated demand of 1.5 billion tokens of BOPTI per year in 2021.

An Experienced Complementary International Team
We have an international team made of people from Europe, Asia, and South
America, with specialists in finance, crypto-currencies, construction and technology.
All of them are brilliant personalities who are confident in the success of the
project and give the best of themselves
.
An existing profitable business
We currently have a working product : a company that already have 4 years of
experience, an App that has been downloaded more than 30 000 times on the
five continents.

Our Financial Partners
H-iAPPS, the editor of BATOPTI, has raised funds with GROUPAMA PARIS
VAL DE LOIRE (100K€ in 2017), a subsidiary of GROUPAMA, one of the leading
of insurance companies in Europa and China with AVIC. The Group operates in
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11 countries, mainly in Europe (Italy, Hungary, Romania, Greece, Portugal,
Bulgaria, Slovakia), with worldwide growth opportunities in Turkey and China.
Outside France, GROUPAMA employs 7,800 employees to serve over 6 million
customers.

Why this reward system ?
H-IAPPS, the first free management solution for small and medium-sized businesses
in the world, to develop its user base, sought a solution to reward them and also
sponsorships. As soon as 2018, the application BATOPTI, free application of
global management for the construction SME will remunerate its users with
BOPTI+.
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